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Revenant 1: the Treehouse
Find the hammer positioned on a crate near the hospital room. It’s with to the
mysterious lockers and furniture elements.
Approach the bluff that overlooks the creek. A large tree grows atop it and a small
Treehouse can be seen on its trunk. Use your telepathic power to rebuild the ladder,
allowing you to climb the cliff.
Approach the Treehouse. Use your hammer to build the stairs up to the Treehouse.
Climb into the Treehouse.

Revenant 2: Carson’s Family Home
Be sure to find the skeleton key in the Treehouse.
Find the old Farmhouse (follow the path that leads away from the bluff) and approach
the front door. Use your skeleton key to unlock it.
Once inside, use your X-ray vision power to look around for secrets (secrets glow
orange). You will see:
1) A Photo Album on the fireplace mantel.
2) Another house key on a high cabinet in the kitchen and some glowing drawers.
3) Two bedroom doors upstairs, over your head.
Once the X-ray vision fades, go to the mantel and find the Photo Album. It will move to
the chair and become readable.
Head to the kitchen in search of the hidden house key. It’s in the corner of the tall
cabinets. As you approach, the drawers below will roll out, forming stairs. Climb them
to reach the house key.
Use the key to unlock the upstairs bedrooms and learn their secrets.
Use the key to unlock the garage and find the crowbar.
Return to the forest area and look for the waterfall. Duck beneath it. Use the crowbar to
pry open the stones and find the hidden Shrine.

Revenant 3: The Church
Find the old barn and explore inside. You will find your way blocked by your own
subconscious, which throws up barricades and locks the barn door. Use the crowbar to
open the door.
Inside the barn, use your super strength power to remove the barricade that blocks
the barn’s rear door. Exit the barn via the rear door and find the path to the church.

Revenant 4: The Tunnel of Love
Find the carnival ticket booth along the path next to the carnival truck. You will be
blocked from entering unless you can pay for your tickets (“five cents each”)
Go back along the path and find the large rocky outcrop that overlooks the creek. One of
Willa’s violins is hidden on top of this rock. Find a way to climb it to unlock the Willa
comic and its hint. (Throughout the experience, Willa’s hidden violins will unlock Willa
comics, and each comic will provide hints about how to proceed. Check the map to
locate undiscovered violins).
The comic will tell you that there are two nickels hidden in the barn loft. Return to the
barn, climb the ladder to the loft, and find the change purse hidden in the cigar box.
Return to the carnival ticket booth and use your nickels to unlock it. Approach the
Tunnel of Love ride. Once there, climb the stairs to board the swan boat and learn its
secrets.

Revenant 5: The Train Station
Upon completing the Tunnel of Love ride, walk toward the abandoned swan-boat. You
will find a train ticket on its seat. Progress up the path, past the ticket booth, then
turn left and look behind the green truck. A pile of crates surrounds an openable crate.
Use the crowbar to pry it open. Inside you will find a stick of dynamite.
Walk past the old barn and turn right at the stone wall. A tornado will appear, tearing
down the billboard and blocking your path. Use the dynamite to blow a hole through
the billboard.
Descending the unlocked pathway, you will find a train blocking your progress. Use
your super strength power to levitate it out of the way.
Approach the train station gate (left side) and unlock it with the train ticket. Go around
to the train station loading dock to unlock a new revenant.

Revenant 6: The Sentinel Tribune Building
Search the train station loading dock until you find the pile of luggage with a Sentinel
Tribune Letter sitting on it. Collect this.

Return up the path and find the iron gates in the stone wall. Use either your key or the
dynamite to open them.
Continue through the gates and turn right at the fork. You will find a chunk of Chicago
dropped right into the Dreamscape. Approach the tallest building and locate the
entrance. In the lobby, use the Tribune Letter to summon the lift. Ride the lift to the
Sentinel Tribune newsroom and offices.
Inside, use your X-ray vision power to locate Carson’s office and the key cabinet.
Open the key cabinet with either the key or the dynamite. Collect the key.
Approach Carson’s office and enter with the newfound key. Discover the Revenant
revealed inside.

Revenant 7: The Dress Shop Apartment
While in Carson’s office, approach the coatrack. A set of Car Keys will be found in the
pocket. Return to the elevator and return to the lobby. Follow the path back up the hill.
Willa will appear as a vision, writing a letter. Once she vanishes, turn right and
approach Carson’s car. It will threaten you, protecting the next memory. Use the Car
Keys to force it to back up.
Approach the dress shop and climb the stairs around the back. Use your telepathic
power to repair the stairs and enter the apartment.

Revenant 8: The Tree Mansion
Having discovered the mysterious address which has been populating the Dreamscape,
leave the dress shop apartment and return along the path all the way back to the stone
bridge that spans the creek. Cross it and approach the giant tree on the hill.
The Tree Mansion will appear. Climb the ladders and stairs to reach the top-most level.
There you will find a home-made periscope. Look through it to discover the new path
behind the tree, marked by a road marker with Willa’s address on it.
Climb back down to the ground and approach the entrance to the new path, which is
blocked by a pile of boulders. Use your super-strength power to move the boulders
aside.
Walk along the newly opened path to discover the secret of where Willa has been all this
time.

There are two possible endings to Dream Revenant (one hopeful, one dark). The player
will choose, and then hopefully replay the game to experience the alternate ending.

